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ABSTRACT
Merge conflicts are inevitable in collaborative software develop-
ment and are disruptive. When they occur, developers have to stop
their current work, understand the conflict and the surrounding
code, and plan an appropriate resolution. However, not all conflicts
are equally problematic—some can be easily fixed, while others
might be complicated enough to need multiple people. Currently,
there is not much support to help developers plan their conflict
resolution. In this work, we aim to predict the difficulty of a merge
conflict so as to help developers plan their conflict resolution. The
ability to predict the difficulty of a merge conflict and to identify the
underlying factors for its difficulty can help tool builders improve
their conflict detection tools to prioritize and warn developers of
difficult conflicts. In this work, we investigate the characteristics
of difficult merge conflicts, and automatically classify them. We
analyzed 6,380 conflicts across 128 java projects and found that
merge conflict difficulty can be accurately predicted (AUC of 0.76)
through machine learning algorithms, such as bagging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Version Control Systems (VCS) have made large teams possible,
enabling thousands of developers to contribute together in building
Open Source Software (OSS), and proprietary software and tech-
nologies. However, despite the introduction of new, sophisticated,
distributed version control systems, the basic protocol of using VCS
still remains the same: code in private workspaces and synchronize
periodically.

One challenge with this coordination protocol is merge conflicts.
Merge conflicts occur when developers modify the same lines of
code simultaneously. Research shows that merge conflicts are preva-
lent: about 19% of all merges end up in a merge conflict [2, 15, 37].

Merge conflicts have an impact on the code quality [2, 22, 50] and
are disruptive to the development workflow. To resolve a merge
conflict, a developer has to stop what they are doing and focus on
the resolution. Resolving a conflict requires the developer to un-
derstand the conflicting changes and craft a solution that satisfies
both sets of requirements driving the change. This disruption to
the workflow can be compounded if conflict resolution requires
additional expertise [21, 22, 50]. These factors can prompt devel-
opers to postpone the conflict resolution, or “kick the can” further
down the road. In fact, a study by Nelson et al. [49] found that
56.18% of developers have deferred at least once when responding
to a merge conflict. However, the later a conflict is resolved, the
harder it is to recall the rationale of the changes. which makes the
resolution process that much more difficult [7, 27]. As aptly put by
a participant from the study by Nelson et al. [49]:

“Deferring a merge conflict simply kicks the can down
the road (or off a cliff). Typically resolving the conflict
only gets more difficult as time passes.”

However, sooner or later the conflict has to be resolved. To do so
developers follow a process with four distinct resolution phases [49],
as illustrated in Figure 1. Developers alternate between clean and
conflicting states of code. Beginning from (1) the development stage,
developers create an (2) awareness of conflicts within the codebase
either passively when they face a conflict during a merge or by
proactively monitoring ongoing changes. Once aware, developers
begin (3) planning for a (4) resolution to fix the conflict. And fi-
nally, developers (5) evaluate the effectiveness of their deployed
resolutions (returning to planning if the resolution fails).

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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Figure 1: Model of Developer Processes for Managing Merge
Conflicts, from Nelson et al. [49]

Several research works exist to support parts of the conflict reso-
lution process. For the Development and Awareness phase, devel-
opers can benefit from workspace awareness tools [11, 15, 31, 53].
When working on the Resolution phase, developers can utilize
different semi-automated merge techniques, such as unstructured
merge [8, 12, 18, 47, 48], structured merge [16, 55, 60], semantics-
based merge [10, 34], and hybrid merge [4, 5, 39]. The Evaluation
phase has support through existing VCS (e.g., Git, SVN, TFS, CVS)
and Continuous Integration systems (e.g., Jenkins, Travis CI, Team-
City).
None of these works, however, support the Planning phase of

merge conflict resolution. We aim to close this gap and help devel-
opers plan their conflict resolution by predicting the difficulty of a
merge conflict.

Our work can facilitate planning of conflict resolution in several
ways. It can help developers plan: (1) when to resolve the conflict; if
the conflict is simple they can resolve it instantaneously, otherwise
theymay need to allocate a longer resolution time period, (2) who to
resolve it with; if a conflict is difficult they may need to coordinate
a collaborative merge, (3) how much to review or test the merged
code; if a conflict is difficult it may behoove the developers to more
rigorously review and test the merged changes.
In this work, through a large scale empirical investigation we

analyze what makes a merge conflict difficult, and whether we can
predict the severity of a conflict from its underlying changes. More
formally, we aim to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: How well can we predict the difficulty of merge conflicts?
RQ2: What makes a merge conflict difficult?
RQ3: How portable is our conflict difficulty prediction model?
To answer these research questions, we mine the characteristics

of 6,380 merge conflicts from 128 Java projects in GitHub. To enable
a prediction of merge conflict resolution, we gather a total of 16
process- and code-related metrics, such as the conflicting lines of
code, differences in abstract syntax trees (AST), cyclomatic com-
plexity (CC) etc. We use metrics that are available as the conflict
develops (i.e., before the developer merges their changes), therefore,
enabling developers lead time for their planning.
Our results show that we can predict the difficulty of merge

conflicts accurately (an AUC of 0.76). Knowing which conflicts are
difficult can help developers plan their conflict resolution. Our work
also serves as a baseline prediction model for further research.

2 RELATEDWORK
Merge conflicts are a common side effect of concurrent develop-
ment [65]. While the use of version control systems flags divergent
changes and prevents one change from overwriting another, they
cannot always automatically resolve conflicts. Researchers have
tried different approaches to help developers deal with conflicts: (1)
early detection of conflicts, (2) merging assistance, and (3) preven-
tion of conflicts.

2.1 Early detection
Conflicts tend to grow over time. Therefore, early detection helps
limit the files and the size of the changes involved in a conflict.
Workspace awareness tools monitor ongoing work to detect emerg-
ing conflicts. The goal of these tools is to “catch” the conflicts early
so that it is easier to resolve them. Biehl et al. [11] propose FastDash,
which identifies developers modifying the same file and notifies
them about potential merge conflicts as they emerge. Hattori and
Lanza [33] propose Syde, a tool that analyzes changes made to the
source code at the level of AST operations. Syde detects conflicts
by comparing the (AST) tree operations. Guimaraes and Silva [31]
introduce WeCode, which continuously merges changes in the
background to detect merge conflicts. Tools such as Palantir [53]
and Crystal [15] proactively detect both merge conflicts, as well as
semantic conflicts; the latter being conflicts that are revealed by
failed builds or tests. Servant et al. [54] propose CASI, a tool that
allows developers to visualize the code that their changes impact,
with the aim of detecting semantic conflicts.

While these tools notify developers of emerging conflicts, they
do not provide any assistance in resolving them. Our focus is on
predicting the difficulty of merge conflicts so that developers can
prioritize their resolution efforts.

2.2 Merging Assistance
Another major thread in merge conflict research is support for the
resolution of merge conflicts. Mens [46] provides a comprehensive
survey on the state of the art merging techniques. Apel et al. [4, 5]
propose a new merging approach; called semi-structured merg-
ing. This technique considers the syntactical structure of the code
that is to be merged. Lippe and van Oosterom [41] also propose a
new merging technique, operational merging, which considers the
changes that were done to the code, in addition to the end result.

While we do not attempt to provide resolution support to devel-
opers, our workmay help developers choose one resolution strategy
over other based on the difficulty of the conflict.

2.3 Prevention
Finally, another way to deal with conflicts is to prevent them from
occurring in the first place. Kasi and Sarma [37] try to avoid merge
conflicts altogether by scheduling tasks in a way that minimize
the probability of conflict. Wloka et al. [61] introduce SafeCommit.
It uses a static analysis approach to identify changes that can be
committed safely, i.e. they do not cause any of the tests to fail.
This allows developers to cherry pick the commits that are safe
to commit (and avoid conflicts). Dewan and Hedge [24] propose a
new development process that allows developers to synchronously
collaborate on the conflicting code and solve the conflicts before
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finishing the task. Leßenich et al. [40] conducted a survey of 41
developers and inferred 7 indicators to predict the number of merge
conflicts. Then they analyzed 163 open-source projects found that
none of these 7 indicators suggested by the participating developer
has a predictive power concerning the frequency of merge conflicts.
While some conflicts can be prevented, others are bound to oc-

cur. For example, Kasi and Sarma in their approach have to relax
some constraints to allow some conflicts to occur when the space
becomes too constrained. Leßenich et al. [39] and Cavalcanti et
al. [17] examined 50 and 60 projects, respectively, to compare semi-
structured and unstructured merge techniques in terms of how
many conflicts they report. Both studies found that semi-structured
merge techniques can reduce the number of conflicts by approxi-
mately half, but not eliminate them. Our work can be useful as a
guide for which constraints (or conflicts) can be relaxed.

2.4 Conflict difficulty
Different studies have investigated ways to measure the amount of
effort required to resolve a conflict. Resolution time varies signif-
icantly across projects and ranged not in hours, but in days [37];
and it can be used as a proxy to measure the difficulty of conflicts
(difficult conflicts take more time to solve). The Orion approach
by Prudencio et. al [51] tried to minimize the number of files to
be locked using the actions applied in the file, and the committed
actions. Their end goal was to minimize the number of conflicts
that would occur, at the cost of reduced development concurrency.
McKee et al. [44] and Nelson et al. [49] interviewed developers and
then performed a follow-up survey with 162 developers to build a
detailed understanding of developer perceptions regarding merge
conflicts. They found, among other things, that complexity of the
conflicting lines of code and file as a whole, number of LOC in-
volved in the conflict, and developers’ familiarity with the lines of
code in conflict all impact how difficult developers find a conflict
to resolve. Menezes et al. [45] used number of conflicting chunks
to determine patterns that occur in merge conflicts.

All in all, none of these related works deals with themain purpose
of the our work: the prediction of difficulty of potential merge
conflicts in order to help developers prioritize merge conflicts to
inspect, accomplish more things given tight schedule, and not waste
reviewing effort on trivial merge conflict resolutions.

3 METHODOLOGY
To predict the difficulty of conflict resolutions, we collect a repre-
sentative corpus of merge conflicts to be examined by four different
machine learning classifiers. We use the following process during
our study: (A) we collect a sample of Java projects hosted on GitHub;
(B) we filter projects that do contain merge conflicts, are inactive, or
toy projects; (C) we extract the relevant attributes needed for merge
conflict analysis by conducting a literature survey; (D) we label
a subset of merge conflicts manually; (E) we conduct supervised
training with four machine learning classifiers; (F) we compare the
results from each of the classifiers; (G) we perform feature selection;
and, (H) we repeat steps (E) and (F) for cross-project merge conflict
difficulty prediction. We describe each of these steps in further
detail in the following subsections.

3.1 Project Selection Criteria
Wemade our project selections to be applicable to the requirements
of the four machine learning classifiers and to be representative
of code developed in the real world. Therefore, we only select ac-
tive, open source projects from GitHub. We opted to select projects
that use the same programming language to control for language-
specific differences in the Lines of Code (LOC) metrics, program
dependencies, and construct comparability. We use Java as our lan-
guage of choice for two reasons: (1) Java is one of the most popular
languages (according to the number of Java projects hosted on
Github [30] and the Tiobe index [1]); and, (2) there are more mature
analysis tools available for Java as compared to other programming
languages.
We began by selecting 900 Java projects returned by GitHub

search mechanism without any filtering criteria. From these 900
projects, we eliminate projects that were forked copies of other
projects to prevent skewed results, leaving 500 projects in the end.
Since some projects do not compile, either due to syntax, build
errors, or missing dependencies, we eliminated an additional 300
projects. After filtering, our corpus contained 200 Java projects we
were successfully able to compile and run.

We follow the guidelines presented by Kalliamvakou et al. [36]
for mining Git repositories. We removed projects that were too
small (fewer than 10 files, or fewer than 500 lines of code), and
those that were not active in the past 6 months. We also removed
projects that do not contain merge conflicts. These selection criteria
were required since there is a long tail of small and short lived
projects on GitHub; including trial projects, projects with a single
author, or projects with no parallel development history, which did
not have any merge commits. We focus on collaborative software
development for this work, and we therefore remove projects that
are not collaborative in nature. Our final corpus had 128 projects.
Table 1 provides a summary of project statistics for these projects,
including: number of lines, total number of commits, total number
of merges, total number of merge conflicts, number of developers,
and number of days that project has existed on GitHub as of March
1, 2018.

Table 1: Mined Projects Statistics

Dimension Max Min Average Std. dev.

Line count (LOC) 542,571 751 75,795.04 105,280.1
Total Commits 30,519 16 3,894.48 5,070.73
Total Merges 4,916 1 252.60 522.73
Total Conflicts 227 1 25.86 39.49
# Developers 105 4 72.76 83.19
Duration (days) 6,386 42 1,674.54 1,112.11

We also manually categorized the domain of the projects by
looking at the project description and using the categories used by
Souza et al. [23]. Table 2 has the summary of the domains of the 128
projects and their percentage of representation within our corpus.

3.2 Conflict Identification
We queried the repository of the 128 projects, from which we ex-
tracted 556,911 commits. This included 36,122 merge commits. Since
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Table 2: Distribution of Projects by Domain

Domain Percentage

Development 61.98%
System Administration 12.66%
Communications 6.42%
Business & Enterprise 8.10%
Home & Education 3.11%
Security & Utilities 2.61%
Games 3.08%
Audio & Video 2.04%

Git only stores information of commits, but does not record in-
stances of merge conflicts we identified merge conflicts by follow-
ing branch merges and analyzing the commits involved as shown
in Figure 2. First, we identified merges as commits with two or
more parents, such as commit AB. Then we merged the parents of
that commit (An and Bn ) using the git merge command. If the
merge was unsuccessful then AB was marked as a merge conflict
(m). Using this approach, we identified 6,380 merge conflicts.

We consider a merge conflict to be an instance when running
git merge failed because of concurrent changes in the 2 (or more)
branches being merged. A conflict can have multiple conflicting
files, each with multiple conflicting chunks. For the purposes of
this research, we focused on conflicts that occurred in source code
files (.java).

Figure 2: Identifying conflicts in git, merge AB has two par-
ents An ,Bn that cannot be merged automatically.

3.3 Data Collection
Once we identified a merge conflict, we extracted additional infor-
mation relevant for the analysis of the conflict, such as: the authors
involved in the commits, the commit message, the files that were
edited, the changes that were made (by using the git diff com-
mand), and so on. This was done for the parent commits An and
Bn , as well as all commits on either branch back to the base commit
(i.e. the last shared parent commit). That is, from all commits A1 to
An and B1 to Bn (in Figure 2).

Performance of any prediction is dependent on the features used.
Therefore, we wanted to use a comprehensive set of features. In
order to get an overview of the current state of the art research
on merge conflict difficulty and metrics used, we conducted a lit-
erature survey. We targeted all full conference and journal papers
related to merge conflict difficulty from 2008 to 2018 (inclusive)
that appeared in top Software Engineering venues: ICSE, FSE, ASE,
ICSM/ICSME, MSR, ESEM, TSE, TOSEM. Starting from the proceed-
ings, we searched for a set of keywords including “merge conflict
difficulty,” “merge conflict resolution effort” etc. We found only 4
papers [44, 45, 49, 51] and we analyzed what metrics were used in
the studies.

Based on the metrics reported in the identified papers and also
based on intuition, we obtained 16 factors for each conflict, which
we list in Table 3. We grouped these factors into five unique di-
mensions: size, complexity, diffusion, development pattern and
comment [62]. We gathered these factors from either the Git repos-
itory, or we derived them by analyzing the source code, when the
factors are related to the process and code metrics (characterized
in numerical form).

Since certain metrics are calculated at different levels of granular-
ity (e.g. complexity metrics are calculated at the method level), we
aggregate all factors to a per conflict measurement using the aver-
age. In Table 3, the subscript is the operation used for aggregation.
For example, for cyclomatic complexityCCsum is the sum of the cy-
clomatic complexities of all the files modified in both branches. We
calculated file-based metrics using all modified files and conflicting
files. Size metrics use LOC as the unit of measurement.

We also include branch and author commits patterns. They refer
to the temporal order in which commits are ordered in separate
branches. The branch pattern reflects how commits are interleaved
between branches. For example, in Figure 3, commitA1 in branchA
followed by commit B1 in branch B, which yields the patternAB. We
continue building the pattern, until we reach the final ABAABBBA.
We then collapse identical letters, yielding the final patternABABA.
We collapse the letters, because we are interested in the interleaving,
and not the total number of commits. A longer pattern means that
the commits were more interleaved (tangled).

Similarly, author pattern shows how commits were interweaved
between different authors. In Figure 3 we have 3 authors: John (J),
Alice (A), and Oscar (O). Applying the same rules as the branch pat-
tern, we end up with JAOAJ . Our rational for using these patterns
as features in our analysis is that, the more interleaved (tangled) a
development patterns is, the more difficult it should be to untangle
it when resolving the merge conflict.

Figure 3: Example of calculating the branch and author pat-
terns for a merge commit. Time flows from left to right and
the arrows point to a commits parent(s).

3.4 Training Data Labeling
Before training the classifiers, we first manually labeled conflicts
as either severe or trivial based on their difficulty of resolution.
From the pool of 6,380 conflicts, we extracted and labeled a random
sampling of 600 conflicts (approximately 10% of all conflicts). This
random sample represents conflicts in 105 distinct projects out of
the total of 128.
In order to validate our evaluation, the first two authors inde-

pendently labeled 60 conflicts based on their difficulty. In order to
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Table 3: Collected Process and Product Metrics

Category Metric Description Source

Size

Number of authors Number of different authors involved in all commits A1..An , and B1..Bn . [49]
Number of edits The number of edits of each file [45, 49]
LOC Size in Lines of Code (LOC) of commit A (LOCA), B (LOCB ) [45, 49]
LOCdif f LOC differences between commits An and Bn [49]

Complexity
CCsum The total (sum) cyclomatic complexity of all files modified in both branches [44, 49]
CCmax The maximum cyclomatic complexity of all files modified in both branches [44, 49]
CCavд The average cyclomatic complexity of all files modified in both branches [44, 49]

Dev. Pattern Patternbranch Length of commit pattern between branches [51]
Patternauthor Length of author pattern between branches [51]

Diffusion

Filesjava Total number of java files modified in branches A, B [45]
Files Total number of files modified in branches A, B [44, 49]
Dependencysum Total dependencies (sum) of all files modified in both branches [44, 49]
Dependencymax The maximum dependencies of all files modified in both branches [44, 49]
Dependencyavд The average dependencies of all files modified in both branches [44, 49]
ASTdif f The number of differences of the AST trees between all modified files in both

branches
[45]

Comment Comments All the comments from commits A1. . .An , and B1. . .Bn . [45]

evaluate the difficulty, the authors recreated each conflict and at-
tempted the resolution. The authors used the time required to solve
the conflict as well as the cognitive load, in order to classify the
merge conflict as difficult or Severe or Trivial. In order to validate
the resolution, we compared our merge conflict resolution with the
one that was checked in the version control system. We considered
the developer’s merge conflict resolution as the oracle, as it is most
likely to be correct, given their in depth knowledge of the code. In
all cases, our resolution was functionally equivalent to the devel-
oper’s resolution. Listing 1 shows part of the author’s resolution
for a Severe merge conflict, which is functionally identical to the
developers’ resolution1.
We checked for agreement by using Cohen’s Kappa, and we

achieved an IRR of 0.8. The two authors then independently coded
the rest of the conflicts, in order to build the training set.

3.5 Feature Selection
To select the appropriate metrics we carry out an analysis of poten-
tial multicollinearity between the metrics. Previous research [6, 56]
demonstrated that many process and source code metrics are corre-
lated, both with each other, and with lines of code (LOC). Ignoring
such correlations would lead to increased errors in the estimates
of model performances, and increased standard errors of the pre-
dictions [32]. We checked for multicollinearity using the Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) [19] of each predictor in our model for our
data set. VIF describes the correlation between predictors. A VIF
score between 1 and 5 indicates moderate correlation with other
factors, and these selected the predictors are with VIF < 5. This
step was necessary since the presence of highly correlated factors
forces the estimated regression coefficient of one variable to depend
on other predictor variables that are included in the model. Out of

1https://github.com/neo4j/neo4j//commit/178be5

the 16 factors, 5 had VIF ≥ 5, so we ended up using the remaining
11 factors for building the classifiers.

We further investigate the resulting eleven factors in their effec-
tiveness in predicting the difficulty of a merge conflict, and report
the results in Section 4. We find that prior work has also used a
subset of these factors as a proxy for difficulty of a conflict [37, 51],
which is encouraging for our own work.

3.6 Machine Learning
We trained and tested our sample using 4 different machine learn-
ing techniques: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regres-
sion, Multi-Layer Perceptron (Perceptron), and Bayes Network
(BayesNet). For all techniques, we used a 10-fold cross-validation
on our sample of 600 labeled conflicts. We used a wide range of
learning techniques to reduce the risk of dependence on a particular
algorithm or implementation.

3.6.1 BayesNet. We use the Bayes Network algorithm as we ex-
pected features to not be independent and Bayesian Network does
not have assumptions regarding independence. For example,LOCdif f
and files (number of files) share a relation, as editing more files will
also increase the LOC edited. Also, Bayesian Networks can repre-
sent richer models compared to naive Bayes classifiers. We used the
SimpleEstimator to calculate the conditional probabilities used by
the Bayes algorithm. Finally, BayesNet uses a hill-climbing greedy
algorithm for evolving, combined with a K2 search algorithm to
create its network. We configured with a batch size of 100.

3.6.2 Binomial Logistic Regression. For the Binomial Logistic Re-
gression, we started with a full model using all 11 attributes from
conflicts. This was followed by a model selection using Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), which estimates the information loss
between models in comparison to the original. It ultimately selects

https://github.com/neo4j/neo4j/commit/178be5393fcfaf860c72ba2b9f26acc05b621375#diff-af31f64d35f8926cc7c52a61578eb839R482
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476 Fac to ry <byte [ ] > x i dG l o b a l I d F a c t o r y = c r e a t eX i dG l o b a l I d F a c t o r y ( ) ;
. . . / / no c o n f l i c t s i n t h e s e l i n e s

482 txManager = new ReadOnlyTxManager ( xaDataSourceManager , x i dG l o b a l I d F a c t o r y , l o gg i ng .
ge tMessagesLog ( ReadOnlyTxManager . c l a s s ) ) ;

Listing 1: Authors’ resolution of a Severe merge conflict. In this example, the developers made two concurrent
refactorings to the ReadOnlyTxManager constructor, one of the refactorings introducing a new parameter.

the best model based on both the fit of the model and the informa-
tion lost. We then use the selected attributes to build the new, final
model, on which we evaluate.

3.6.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM). Based upon an assumption
that conflicts would be linearly separated across factors, we selected
SVM. Our SVM uses the standard Radial Bases Function (RBF) Kernel
and for the other parameters we performed a grid search to choose
the best classification found. This configuration result had a 1,000-
cache size, a 1,000 size, a gamma (γ ) of 0.0001, a C of 1,000 and one
maximum iterator.

3.6.4 Multi-Layer Perceptron. We used aMulti-Layer Perceptron to
see if it could leverage hidden relationships not explored in the other
algorithms. We configured our Perceptron with a 0.3 learning rate,
a 0.2 momentum, and 500 epochs. The Perceptron would terminate
its validation testing after not being able to reduce its error 20 times
in a row.

3.6.5 Bagging. We also used Auto-WEKA [38] for identifying the
best classifier, which automatically searches through the joint space
of WEKA’s learning algorithms and their respective hyperparame-
ter settings to maximize performance, using sequential model-based
optimization [14] (a Bayesian optimization method). Though there
is one Python based implementation called Auto-sklearn [26], we
chose Auto-WEKA because it comprises a larger space of models
and hyperparameters [38] compared to Auto-sklearn. This ended
up identifying “Bagging (Bootstrap aggregating)” [13] as the best
technique. “Bagging” is an ensemble based approach that uses mul-
tiple models to fit the bootstrap samples generated from the original
data and then uses voting for classification. Repeated Incremental
Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) [20] was identified
as the base learner (accessible at weka.classifiers.rules.JRip) by Auto-
WEKA. These results were generated by running Auto-WEKA with
random seed 123 for 4 hours.

3.7 Evaluation
We report the standard precision, recall, and AUC (Area Under the
receiver operating characteristic Curve) to asses the performance of
the prediction models, because it is independent of prior probabili-
ties [9]. Also, AUC is a better measure of classifier performance than
accuracy because it is not biased by the size of test data. Moreover,
AUC provides a “broader" view of the performance of the classifier
since both sensitivity and specificity for all threshold levels are
incorporated in calculating AUC. Other work related to prediction
have used AUC for comparison purposes [25, 28, 29, 63]. We list
the formula used for calculating precision, recall and F-measure
below. The AUC curve is created by plotting the recall against the
false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. We list the
formula of FPR also.

• Precision (P): A measure of whether the Severe predictions were
actually difficult.

precision =
tp

tp + fp
(1)

• Recall (R): A measure of the percentage of Severe instances that
the approach managed to correctly predict.

recall =
tp

tp + fn
(2)

• False positive rate (FPR): A measure of the ratio of the number
of Severe conflict wrongly categorized and the total number of
actual Severe conflicts.

FPR =
fp

fp + tn
(3)

3.8 Cross-project prediction
Cross-project prediction is important for some projects, specially
projects that do not have historical data to perform any significant
training. Hence, we investigated whether it is feasible to perform
cross-project training following the method used by Rahman et
al. [52]. We do so by training models on one project and testing on
all other projects, ignoring time-ordering.

4 RESULTS
Here we discuss the results of our study by placing them in the
context of three research questions, which investigate the the ability
to predict the difficulty of a conflict (RQ1), factors that are useful in
determining the difficulty of a conflict (RQ2), and whether we can
perform cross-project merge conflict difficulty prediction (RQ3).

4.1 RQ1: How well can we predict the difficulty
of merge conflicts?

To answer this research question, we trained four different machine
learning algorithms: Bayes Network (BayesNet), Logistic Regres-
sion, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Multi-Layer Perceptron
(Perceptron). We also used Auto-WEKA [38], which automatically
searches through the joint space of WEKA’s learning algorithms
and their respective hyperparameter settings to maximize perfor-
mance and identify the best classifier. The algorithm with the best
performance according to Table 4 is “Bagging (Bootstrap aggregat-
ing)” with “RIPPER” as the base learner, which has the highest AUC
(0.85). Bagging is closely followed by Bayes Network, which still
performs better-than-chance with 0.78 AUC. On the other hand,
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Table 4: Performance of the classifiers. Bagging has the high-
est AUC at 0.85.

Precision Recall AUC

SVM 0.70 0.70 0.56
L.R.i 0.70 0.65 0.73
Perceptron 0.75 0.69 0.75
Bayes Network 0.75 0.75 0.78
Bagging 0.79 0.79 0.85

i Logistic Regression

SVM performs worst (0.56 AUC). Table 4 shows the results in terms
of precision, recall, and AUC.�
�

�


Observation 1: The difficulty of resolving merge conflicts can
be predicted with an AUC value of 0.85 when using a Bagging
classifier.
Additionally, we use our Bagging model on the full corpus of

6,380 conflicts to see the characteristics of the merge conflicts; those
that are predicted as Severe or Trivial. The model identifies 21% of
the conflicts as Severe, and the rest 79% are classified as Trivial.
In our context, precision shows how well we correctly predict

Severe conflicts, recall shows how many of the Severe conflicts we
are able to find. We posit that in our scenario, precision has a higher
priority than recall. This is because incurring more false positives
is likely to make the developer to distrust the tool. As Bagging
outperformed all other classifiers, we report the precision, recall,
and AUC of Bagging separately for the two classes (Severe and
Trivial) in Table 5.

Table 5: Results of the Bagging classifier, per class

Class Precision Recall AUC

Severe 0.80 0.49 0.76
Trivial 0.79 0.94 0.85�



�
	Observation 2:Difficult merge conflicts can be predicted with

a precision of 0.80 when using a Bagging classifier.

4.2 RQ2: Which characteristics of merge
conflicts are associated with its difficulty?

In Section 4.1 we show that it is possible to predict the difficulty of
a merge conflict with high accuracy. Our next step is to understand
what are the characteristics of difficult conflicts. For this purpose
we use feature subset selection (FSS). Specifically, we use “Wrapper”
based methods, which considers the selection of a set of features as
a search problem. Different combinations of features are prepared,
evaluated and compared to other combinations [35]. “Wrapper”
methods are also able to detect the possible interactions between
features. In this technique, a predictive model is used to evaluate
the combinations of features and a score is assigned based on ac-
curacy of the model. We used RIPPER [20] as the predictive model
for feature selection, since it was identified as best classifier for
predicting merge conflict difficulty as explained in (Section 3.6).

Using FSS we obtain a set of ten factors from our initial set of 12.
The ten selected factors encompass all the four metric categories
(complexity, diffusion, size, and development pattern) to which the

original factors belonged (see Table 3). All these factors can be
calculated before the conflict occurs. This suggests that each of
these categories are relevant in predicting difficult merge conflicts,
even before the developer faces the conflict.
Table 6 presents additional information about these ten factors.

Two of these factors include complexity metrics, such the CCsum
and theCCavд referring to the mean and the sum of the cyclomatic
complexities of all files modified in both branches. This suggests
that the complexity of the code is an important metric that affects
the difficulty in resolving a conflict. However, calculating com-
plexity metrics require specialized (standalone) analysis tools. So,
in the worst case, developers therefore have to “guestimate” the
complexity of the code based on their own experience.

Table 6: Feature Selection Results (Sorted based on relative
importance)

Category Metric FSS

Human
Perceived
Importance
[44]

Complexity CCsum 1 1
Diffusion Dependencymax 2 7
Diffusion Dependencyavд 3 7
Complexity CCavд 4 1
Diffusion ASTdif f 5 6
Size LOCdif f 6 6
Size LOC 7 4

Size Number of authors 8 Not
mentioned

Dev. Pattern Patternbranch 9 Not
mentioned

Dev. Pattern Patternauthor 10 Not
mentioned�

�
�


Observation 3:We identify a subset of ten factors that include
complexity, diffusion, size, and development pattern that can
predict the difficulty of merge conflicts.

Table 6 also shows that development process related metrics are
less influential (Number of authors, Patternbranch and Patternauthor )
compared to code relatedmetrics (CCsum ,Dependencymax ,Dependencyavд ,
CCavд , ASTdif f , LOCdif f and LOC). This led us to investigate
whether there is any difference between these two types of metrics
when it comes to predicting merge conflict difficulty. We perform
this analysis since both process and product metrics have known
differences in prediction capability in the context of defect predic-
tion [52]. We built the same set of classifiers shown in Table 4, once
using only the process related metrics and once using only code
related metrics. Tables 7 and 8 shows the results in terms of preci-
sion, recall, and AUC. Surprisingly, both process and code related
metrics have similar prediction capabilities (AUC values of 0.69 vs.
0.70), unlike defect prediction, where process related metrics were
found to be more powerful [52].

In the last column of Table 6 we report the factors that McKee at
al. [44] identify as factors used by software practitioners to gauge
merge conflict difficulty. They identified these factors through a
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Table 7: Performance of the classifiers built using only pro-
cess related metrics (Number of authors, Patternbranch and
Patternauthor ).

Precision Recall AUC

SVM 0.68 0.69 0.55
L.R.i 0.69 0.63 0.70
Perceptron 0.65 0.63 0.72
Bayes Network 0.70 0.70 0.69
Bagging 0.69 0.71 0.69

i Logistic Regression

Table 8: Performance of the classifiers built using only
code related metrics (CCsum , Dependencymax , Dependencyavд ,
CCavд , ASTdif f , LOCdif f and LOC).

Precision Recall AUC

SVM 0.65 0.68 0.52
L.R.i 0.68 0.69 0.67
Perceptron 0.55 0.48 0.49
Bayes Network 0.70 0.71 0.72
Bagging 0.70 0.71 0.70

i Logistic Regression

survey of software practitioners. Except for the complexity cate-
gory, none of the other top features mentioned by practitioners are
in the top features identified by FSS and vice versa. Clearly there
is a disjoint between the human perceived features and machine
learned features. We discuss this further in Section 5.�

�

�

�
Observation 4: We identify differences between-human per-
ceived features and machine-learned features for predicting
the difficulty of merge conflicts, for example diffusion, which
is perceived as unimportant by developers, but picked up as
important by our model.

4.3 RQ3: Is cross-project training possible to
predict difficult merge conflicts?

In RQ1 we tested our models using a 10-fold cross-validation with
all our training data (600 conflicts). However, some projects may
not have historical data to perform any significant training. Cross-
project prediction has been investigated in other areas of software
engineering such as defect prediction [42, 59, 64]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no one has investigated the applicability of
cross-project merge conflict difficulty prediction. We followed the
method used by Rahman et al. [52] to perform cross-project merge
conflict difficulty prediction. We train models on one project using
our best algorithm: “Bagging using RIPPER” and test on all other
projects.
Figure 4 shows the portability of models across projects for dif-

ferent sets of evaluation metrics (precision, recall, F-measure and
AUC). Performance clearly degrades in cross-project settings in
comparison to “Bagging using RIPPER” algorithms performance of
0.85 AUC, shown in Table 4.

Figure 4: Precision, recall, f-measure and AUC for cross-
project training.�
�

�


Observation 5: Using cross-project training it is possible to
build model that can be applied to an individual project with
better-than-chance results (AUC=0.60 on average).

5 DISCUSSION
Centrality Matters: The goal of our study is to investigate whether it
is feasible to predict the difficulty level of a merge conflict by using
automated (machine learning) techniques. One factor that emerged
as relevant is Dependency. A file that has high Dependency is likely
to be highly coupled with other parts of the code, and therefore has
high centrality. This is problematic for two reasons. First, as the
file is central, it has more reasons to change. For example, a class
with multiple functionalities (i.e. a God class [3]) is more likely to
be changed for any kind of modification of the software. Second,
the more a file gets changed, the more it’s likely to be involved in a
merge conflict. Moreover, the conflict is likely to contain disparate
changes. This presents a challenge as the developer has to under-
stand all the changes involved before resolving the merge conflict.
Both our machine learning classifier and developers agree that this
is a factor that determines the merge conflict resolution difficulty.

Tangled Changes: In our analysis we find that Patternauthor is a
significant factor in predicting merge conflict difficulty. A reason
for this might be that the more authors that are involved in the
development process, the more disparate the conflicting changes
are—because each developer is likely working on a different func-
tionality. So, whenever a conflict occurs, the developer has to un-
derstand the broader context of the changes before attempting to
resolve the conflict.
Similarly, a longer branch pattern (Patternbranch ) means that

the changes are more tightly tangled. This makes the changes more
difficult to untangle when resolving the conflict. Interestingly, while
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our classifier identified these as important factors, the developers
did not. This is an indication that developers are not aware that
this could be a potential pain point.

Size does matter : Our classifier also identified the size difference
(LOCdif f ) between the two branches as a relevant factor for conflict
difficulty prediction. This is intuitive, as the more lines are changed,
the harder it is to understand the changes that were made (in that
change set). This, in turn, makes it more difficult to the place that
change set in the context of the rest of the code base. When dealing
with the difference in terms of AST nodes (ASTdif f ), this becomes
even more important, as the AST node difference is more likely to
highlight semantic changes. In this case, both the classifier and the
developers agree that the size difference between the two branches
is an important factor in determining the merge conflict difficulty.
It’s Complicated: It’s well known that code with higher cyclo-

matic complexity is more difficult to understand. Therefore, it’s not
surprising that our classifier identifiedCCsum as a significant factor
for identifying the difficulty of a merge conflict. Another aspect is
that code with high cyclomatic complexity is usually indicative of
a complicated control structure. Therefore, conflicts in that area
are more likely to be semantic in nature. Prior research has shown
that areas of code affected by such conflicts are more likely to be
buggy [2]. In this case, both the classifier and the developers agree
that this is an important factor.

Learn from others: Our final observation is thatmodels are portable
between software projects. This is an indication that the factors
that contribute toward merge conflict difficulty are more or less
project independent. Therefore, our technique can be applied to
new projects, or to projects with little development history and still
prove beneficial to developers.

6 IMPLICATIONS
Our findings havemultiple implications for tool builders, researchers,
and practitioners.

6.1 Researchers
Our model for predicting merge conflict difficulty achieved an AUC
value of 0.76 when predicting the minority class, which is a high
value compared to a baseline of random classification [43]. However,
there is still room for improvement. The research community should
focus on identifying different types of factors (social, product and
process) and investigate their effect on overall prediction accuracy,
with the goal of improving the overall prediction accuracy.

Our results inform future research by providing insights into the
factors that are associated with the difficulty of a merge conflict.
Projects share similar features, as demonstrated by the moderate
performance of cross-project merge conflict difficulty prediction.
This also indicates that the prediction process can be bootstrapped
even for project that lacks history. We recommend that researchers
should also focus on identifying the best project selection criteria
for bootstrapping cross-project prediction. For bootstrapping, we
should use similar projects. However, what constitutes as a simi-
larity metric between the project, in this context, is still an open
research question. Our results show that cyclomatic complexity is
the most important metric when predicting difficulty. (Table 6), so
projects with similar Cyclomatic complexity should could used for

bootstrapping. However, further investigation is required to make
any conclusive or definitive remarks.
We also found that Auto-WEKA, which automatically searches

through the joint space of WEKA’s learning algorithms, and their
respective hyperparameters, helped us to identify the best classifier
and increased the AUC value from 0.78 to 0.85 (Table 4). Our finding
is inline with the findings of other researchers [57, 58] who have
shown the benefit of parameter optimization in improving classifier
performance. Therefore, we recommend that researchers using
machine learning classifiers should seriously consider parameter
optimization to ensure the best performance of the classifiers.

6.2 Tool builders
When looking at the types of factors that make a merge conflict
difficult, we identified categories relating to the complexity of the
code (Complexity), extent of the change (Diffusion) and the length
of branch pattern (Development Pattern). The Complexity and Diffu-
sion metrics are already used by researchers and tool builders for
merge conflict prediction. However, we are the first to associate the
length of a branch pattern to merge conflicts and their difficulty.
Further research can help identify threshold of branch pattern af-
ter which a merge conflict becomes severe. Tool builders can use
such thresholds as a criteria to filter and prioritize the notifications
about potential conflicts. This will not only help users manage the
information load, but also will have impact on the quality of the
final product [2].

6.3 Developers
Our results indicate that the more “tangled" a piece of code is, the
more difficult it will be to resolve a conflict related to that code. So
developers can use the length of Patternauthor and Patternbranch
in deciding merge conflict resolution strategy. Moreover, it’s more
likely that a code with bigger pattern length has diverged a lot
from the initial point and has become difficult for any individual to
understand completely. In such cases, it will be more productive to
do a collaborative merge [21], instead of a developer performing
the merge by herself.
We also found that all ten significant factors in determining

merge conflict difficulty can be collected even before the merge con-
flict actually occurs. Current awareness tools are already collecting
these information when predicting emerging conflicts. Therefore,
without further overhead, awareness tools can use our model to
predict the difficulty of the emerging conflict, which can be then
used as a prioritization criteria when notifying users. Tools can also
recommend developers who are most suited to resolve a conflict
based on the historical data of merge resolutions. The rationale
would be that developers with more experience of resolving difficult
conflicts in the past are suitable candidates for resolving a Severe
conflict, as compared to someone who lacks the experience.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Our research findings may be subject to the concerns that we list
below. We have taken all possible steps to neutralize the impacts
of these possible threats, but some couldn’t be mitigated and it’s
possible that our mitigation strategies may not have been effective.
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Our samples have been from a single source - Github. This may
be a source of bias, and our findings may be limited to open source
programs from Github. However, we believe that the large number
of projects sampled more than adequately addresses this concern.
Another threat to our findings is that, Git tracks the version

history of a project as it occurred but it also allows history rewriting
using the “rebase" command. It is known that some development
teams use “rebase" instead of “merge" to reintegrate branches [18]
which means that may have missed merges in our analysis and the
number of merges we analyzed is a lower bound as compared to
the actual total number of merges in the projects.

Although we use 24 factors spanning across six categories, there
are likely other features that we did not measure. For example, we
suspect that the design patterns of a program might influence the
likelihood of a conflict resolution being difficult. We plan to expand
our metric set to include additional categories in future work.
Our training and testing data had to be manually labeled since

this information is not currently available in CM systems or issue
trackers. Therefore, our labels may not accurately represent the real
merging difficulty because of lack of domain expertise. Our labeling
process included inter-rater reliability to prevent individual bias and
to reduce this threat. Additionally, the experience and familiarity
with the source code and the project can make a conflict difficult
to resolve for one developer but simple for another. As we had
multiple researchers and we also had a high inter-rater agreement,
we assume this should minimize the aforementioned threat.

Another threat would be that we excluded non-source files from
our manual analysis (e.g. configuration xml file etc.), but changes
to non-source files can have impact on the program’s execution
if these files are involved in the build/deploy process or for code
generation and ultimately make the merge resolution difficult.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this empirical study, the first of its kind, we investigated the dif-
ferent aspects that can impact the difficulty level of resolving merge
conflicts. We evaluated five different classification techniques from
different families and identified “Bagging using RIPPER” as the base
learner to be the best model; with an AUC of 0.76. We also identified
a set of ten metrics that are most influential while predicting the
difficulty level of a conflict which include metrics about the com-
plexity of the code, the size of the change, and development pattern
etc. We also found that there is a disconnect between the factors
developers use to gauge the difficulty of a conflict and the factors
our automatic classification technique identified as important. Fi-
nally, we showed that we are able to perform cross-project merge
conflict difficulty prediction; with median AUC of 0.60. Therefore,
our results show that we can bootstrap prediction in projects with
no (labeled) data or only small amount of history, by training on
other projects. Our study opens a new avenue in Software Engi-
neering research related to predicting the difficulty level of a merge
conflict and help developers plan the merge conflict management
process efficiently.
We also provide actionable implications for researchers, tool

builders, and practitioners to harness the results of our study. In
future work, we hope to explore whether these factors can be

seamlessly merged into tools or techniques to assist developers’
workflows.
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